Operant conditioning of H-reflex increase in spinal cord--injured rats.
Operant conditioning of the spinal stretch reflex or its electrical analog, the H-reflex, is a new model for exploring the mechanisms of long-term supraspinal control over spinal cord function. Primates and rats can gradually increase (HRup conditioning mode) or decrease (HRdown conditioning mode) the H-reflex when reward is based on H-reflex amplitude. An earlier study indicated that HRdown conditioning of the soleus H-reflex in rats is impaired following contusion injury to thoracic spinal cord. The extent of impairment was correlated with the percent of white matter lost at the injury site. The present study investigated the effects of spinal cord injury on HRup conditioning. Soleus H-reflexes were elicited and recorded with chronically implanted electrodes from 14 rats that had been subjected to calibrated contusion injuries to the spinal cord at T8. At the lesion epicenter, 12-39% of the white matter remained. After control-mode data were collected, each rat was exposed to the HRup conditioning mode for 50 days. Final H-reflex amplitudes after HRup conditioning averaged 112% (+/-22% SD) of control. This value was significantly smaller than that for 13 normal rats exposed to HRup conditioning, in which final amplitude averaged 153% (+/-51%) SD of control. As previously reported for HRdown conditioning after spinal cord injury, success was inversely correlated with the severity of the injury as assessed by white matter preservation and by time to return of bladder function. HRup and HRdown conditioning are similarly sensitive to injury. These results further demonstrate that H-reflex conditioning is a sensitive measure of the long-term effects of injury on supraspinal control over spinal cord functions and could prove a valuable measure of therapeutic efficacy.